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This paper consists of a study of the problem of patching modules over a 
commutative square of ring homomorphisms. Given such a commutative 
square 
-f% R2 
4 I 
I? 
RI - R, II 
together with an R,-module M,, an R,-module M,, and an R,-module 
isomorphism [: R, OK, M, -+ R, OR2 M,, one would like to construct, in a 
natural fashion, an R-module M such that Ri OR A4 2 M, for i= 1, 2; then 
one can investigate the extent to which the properties of M are determined 
by the properties of M, and M,. 
This problem was studied by Milnor [7] in the case in whichj, orj, was 
surjective, and M,, M2 were projective. He showed that the constructed 
module M was also projective. Important results have followed from the 
study of the patching of projective modules over squares arising from 
analytic isomorphisms of commutative Noetherian rings. This patching 
property was a crucial component of the solution to the Bass-Quillen con- 
jecture in the analytic and geometric cases; see [3, 61 for details. Several 
other treatments of these and similar squares have appeared in the 
literature; see [2,4, S]. 
It is well known that when s, t are comaximal elements of a commutative 
ring R, there is a perfectly satisfactory theory of patching for all modules 
over the square 
R- R, 
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Indeed, the terminology is derived from this case. Two modules, defined on 
spec(R,) and spec(R,), respectively, which agree (via an isomorphism) on 
the overlap spec(R,) A spec(R,) = spec(R,,), can be “patched” to give a 
module defined on all of spec(R,) u spec(R,) = spec(R). With this in mind, 
it was natural to explore the patching problem in a more general setting. 
Our goal was to determine some general conditions under which patching 
was possible, and to investigate what additional hypotheses might be 
necessary for the patching to have additional desirable properties. We have 
concentrated on generalizing the important case of a square arising from 
an analytic isomorphism; however, the study even of squares of this type is 
best handled in a wider setting, so that information about related squares 
(which may not be analytic) can be employed. 
Our treatment, which is fairly self-contained, is divided into seven sec- 
tions. 
In Section 1, we define the “patch” of modules and discuss general 
properties of commutative squares. There are two major results. The first, 
Theorem 1.9, shows that a certain property of the square itself implies the 
corresponding property for “modules over the square.” The second result, 
Theorem 1.10, is our general theorem on the existence of a patch. It says, 
roughly, that if one side of the square is under control (which is easily seen 
to be the case in important cases), then so is the other side. 
In Section 2 we begin the study of analytic isomorphisms. The main 
result, Theorem 2.1, provides a necessary and sufficient condition on the 
analytic isomorphism for the patch to always exist. In Section 3 we show 
that patching is always possible over a Milnor square. Both Section 2 and 
Section 3 rely heavily on Theorem 1.10. 
We return to analytic isomorphisms in Section 4, where we develop some 
general patching properties; there is also some further discussion of Milnor 
squares here. In Section 5 we deal with patching projective modules. Our 
patching theorem, Theorem 5.2, is a modest extension of known results; 
our proof is new and makes use of a proposition which may be of indepen- 
dent interest. 
In Section 6, we investigate patching for analytic isomorphisms when 
more assumptions are made about the rings. We show that in common 
situations, the conditions of Theorem 2.1 automatically hold, and thus that 
patching is always possible. Moreover, the patching often has additional 
desirable properties. Finally, in Section 7 we give a number of examples 
which show, among other things, that those additional properties of 
patching do not hold in general. 
In this paper, rings are unitary and modules unital. 
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1. GENERALITIES AND GENERAL RESULTS 
We refer to a commutative diagram 
9: R --!% R, 
PI 
! ! 
/2 
R, - R, il 
of ring homomorphisms as a square. 
Let 9’ be a square. Then patching data for Y consist of a triple 
(M,, M,, [), where Mi is a left R,-module for i= 1, 2, and [: R, OR, M, -+ 
R, OR2 MZ is an isomorphism of left R,-modules. The Y-patch of 44, and 
M, (via [) is a triple (P, rc, , 7cz), where P is a left R-module and rci: P + Mi 
are R-module homomorphisms (i = 1, 2) with the following properties: 
(1) For each PEP, [(l @n,(p))= 1 07c2(p). 
(2) If (P’, n’,, rr;) is another triple satisfying (1) then there is a uni- 
que R-module map f: P’ + P for which rci of = n;, I’ = 1, 2. 
(3) The induced maps TV: R, OR P+M,, given by s,(r,@p)= 
rizi(p ) for riE Ri, REP (i= 1, 2), are isomorphisms of left R,-modules. 
We see that the patch, if it exists, is unique. Indeed, we can construct the 
only candidate. The fibre product P= P(M,, M,) = P(M,, Mz, [) is the 
subgroup of M, x M, consisting of all ordered pairs (n?, , mz) satisfying 
[(l @m,) = 1 @m,. The R-module structure on P is given by 
r.(m,,m,)=(p,(r)m,,p,(r)m,) for rER, m,EM,, m,EM2. The maps 
rri: P + M, are the projections. Then (P, n,, nz) is, up to isomorphism, the 
unique triple satisfying ( 1) and (2) above; it may not satisfy (3). If (3) 
holds for all patching data (M,, MZ, 0, then we shall call ,Y a patching 
square. 
Let 9 be a square. Let i,,: R, OR, R, 2 R, r R, OR1 R, be the natural 
isomorphism. We write R, = P(R, , Rz, lo). R, is a subring of R, x RI. We 
say that 
.4p’“‘: R, -% R, 
XI 
I I 
12 
R, - R, il 
is the pullback square associated to 9’. Note that 9’(o) depends only on the 
ring homomorphisms j, ,jz. Indeed, given any ring homomorphisms 
ji: Ri + R,, i = 1, 2, one can define a “trivial” square Y in which R = Z. We 
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shall need R to be related to R0 to obtain substantive results. Note that 
patching data for Y are the same as patching data for 9’(O), and, in par- 
ticular, that P(Mr , MZ, [) is an R,-module. 
Let A4 be a left R-module. Let f;fi: M+ Ri 0 R M be given by 
fi(m)=l@m for all mEM. Let I,u:Rx OR,(R, C3.MJ-r 
R3 @ R1 (R, OR M) be the natural identification. We shall write 
Y,,,,: M + P(R, 0 M, Rz@ M, CM) for the map induced by the universal 
property of the fibre product; explicitly, Y,,,(m) = (1 Om, 1 @m) for all 
rnE M. In particular we have Y,: R + R,, given by Y,Jr)= (p,(r),~Jr)) 
for all r E R. We say that Y is right Cartesian if Y’, is surjective, and car- 
tesian if YR is an isomorphism. We say that 9 is strongly right Cartesian 
(strongly Cartesian) if YM is surjective (bijective) for every R-module M. 
Clearly ,Y can be strongly (right) Cartesian only if 9’ is (right) Cartesian. 
We now show how the patching property for ,Y is related to that of 9”“. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 Let ,40 be a square, and let Y(O) be the associated 
pullback square. (i) If Y is a patching square, then so is Y(O). (ii) [fYco) is a 
patching square and R, is the Y-patch of R, and RZ, then ,Y is a patching 
square. 
Proof: (i) Let (M,, M,, [) be patching data. We are given that the 
maps zi: R, @ R P(M, , M2) --* M, are isomorphisms (i = 1, 2). Since the 
R-module structure on P = P(M,, M,) is induced by Yy,: R + R,, we can 
factor 5, as Ri OR P+ R, ORa P-t M,. The composite is an isomorphism 
and the first map is surjective, so both maps are isomorphisms. In par- 
ticular, since the maps Ri OR0 P -+ Mj are isomorphisms, Y(O) is a patching 
square. 
(ii) We have the factorization of si as Ri OR P --) R; OR,, P --f Mi as 
above, but now are given that Ri OR0 P + Mi is an isomorphism, for 
i= 1, 2. It suffices to show that Ri OR P + Ri OR0 P is an isomorphism for 
all P. We have that R; 0 R R, --+ Ri is an isomorphism, by assumption, and 
our result follows by applying 0 ,+ P. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let Y be a square and Y(O) the associated pullback 
square. Suppose that Y is right Cartesian. Then ,Y is a patching square iff 
YCo’ is a patching square. 
ProoJ: We must show that if YR is surjective, then R. is the Y-patch of 
R, and Rz. Write K=ker Y/,. Since R,K= (0) and R,E R/K, we have 
R,O.Ro~Ri@.RIK%Ri, i=l,2,asrequired. 
We next give a simple but powerful technique which can sometimes be 
used to show that 9’ is strongly Cartesian. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let Y be a patching square. If R + R, x R, is 
faithfully flat, then .4p is strongly Cartesian. 
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Proof: Let M be an R-module. We see that rio (Ri@ Y,) is the identity 
of R, 0 M, for i = 1,2. Since Y is a patching square, ri is an isomorphism; 
thus Ri@ ‘PM is an isomorphism. By faithful flatness, Y,,, is an 
isomorphism. 
Most of the time more delicate arguments are required. Let us begin by 
analyzing in detail the map Y’,. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let 9’ be a square. 
O----+kerp,- R A R, -----+ coker pz - 0 
- cokerj, - 0 
Let pI : ker pr --, ker j, and Jr = coker pz -+ coker j, be the induced maps. 
Write Y = Yy,: R + RO. Then (i) Y is injective iff _p, is injective. (ii) Y is sur- 
jective ifs _p, is surjective and Jz is injective. In particular, Y is an 
isomorphism iff _pl is an isomorphism andIe is injective. 
ProoJ (i) We have Y(r) = (p,(r), p?(r)) for all r E R. If Y is injective, 
then p,(r) # 0 whenever p2(r) = 0, so p, is injective. Conversely, suppose 
that p1 is injective. If Y(r) = 0, then r gkerp, and PI(r) = 0, so r = 0. Thus 
Y is :Injective. 
(ii) Suppose that Y is surjective. Let r, E ker j,. Then (rl, 0) E R,, so 
+(r)=(rl,O) for some rER. We see rEkerp, and p](r)=r,. Thus p, is 
surjective. Suppose that j,(F,) = 0. Then j,(r,) = j,(r,) for some r, E R,. We 
have (r,,r2)ERo so Y(r)=(r,,r,) for some rER. In particularp,(r)=r,, 
so Y2 = 0. Thus Jz is injective. 
Conversely, suppose that pi is surjective and J; is injective. Let 
(r,, r,)ERO. Then j,(r1)=jz(r2), soj,(F,)=O. Thus 7,=0. Thus r,=p,(r) 
for some rE R. We have jIbI( =j&(r)) =h(rd =jl(rlh so 
r, -p,(r)Ekerj,. Since p, is surjective, there exists x E kerp, with 
p,(x) = rl -PI(r). Then Yfr + x) = (r,, rz). So Y is surjective. 
We need the following result on the composition of squares. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Consider a commutative diagram of ring 
homomorphisms. 
R -R,- R; 
I I I 
R,- R,- R; 
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Let Y(” denote the square (1) Y (2’ the square (2), and Y’p(3’ the “composite” 
square 
R - R; 
I 1 
R,- R; 
Then 
(i) If Y (I), 5f’2’ are patching squares, then so is 9”‘. Moreover, ij 
(M, , M;, [) are patching data for YC3’, then P(M, , M;) is obtained up to 
isomorphism by forming the Sf”‘-patch of M, with the 9”‘‘-patch of 
R, OR, M, and M;. 
(ii) Zf 9”l’ and 9” are (right) Cartesian, then so is 9”“. 
Proof: (i) Let (M,, M;, [) be patching data for Y’3’. 
Then [: R; OR, M, --) R; @ Ri M; is an isomorphism. Let us also denote 
by [ the isomorphism R1, OR3 (R3 Q.,) M,) r R; OR, M, -+( R; ORi ML. 
Then we form the tibre product P(R, OR, M,, M;, [). Since ~7~” is a 
patching square, the map r . I*)‘R, QR,P(R3 ORI M, M;)+R, ORI M, is 
an isomorphism. Thus we can form P = P(M,, P(R, OR, M,, M;), 
(z’,‘))- ‘). Since Y(” is a patching square, we have R, OR Pz M, and 
R2 0,x PzPP(R, OR, M,, ML); thus R;ORPzR;OR2(R20RP)z 
R; OR? P(R, OR, M,, M;)zM;. We have 
P(M,, f’(R, OR, M,, WL (r12’) ~‘1 
= {(m,,(x,m~)):~(1Ox)=1Om~and1~m,=r’,2’(1~(x,m~))=x} 
= {Cm,, (1 Qm,, m;)): ((1 Om,)= 1 gm;}. 
Thus the map 0: P(M,, M;, i)- P(M,, P(R, OR, M,, M;, [), (~‘12’)~‘) 
given by O(m,, m;) = (m,, (lam,, m;)) is a bijection. Verification of the 
remaining details is routine. 
(ii) This may be verified directly from the definition, or by using 
Proposition 1.4. 
More is true in an important special case. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let 
be a square. 
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Let I = ker pz, I, = ker j, . Consider the squares 
,Y(‘): R B R/I y(2): RI1 - R2 
I I and I I R, - R,lI, R, /I, - R3 
Then 9 is (right) Cartesian ifand only if.!?“‘) and <Y”” are (right) Cartesian. 
Proof: Apply Propositions 1.5 and 1.4. 
Our next result is that a patching square Y is “almost” right Cartesian. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let 9’ he a patching square. Then R, OR (R,/Y,J R)) 
= (0)for i= 1,2. 
Proqf: The map tio(Rj@ YR): Rj+ Rj is the identity, for i= 1, 2. By 
assumption, ri is a isomorphism. Thus Ri@ YR is an isomorphism. So its 
cokernel Ri@ Y,(R,/!P’,(R)) must be zero. 
We see that a patching square will be right Cartesian if the only 
R-module Q satisfying R, OR Q = (0) = R, 0 R Q is the zero module. This 
property yields another patching property as well. 
We say that a patching square 9 has ,finite patching if, given patching 
data (M, M,, 0 with M, a finitely generated R,-module, i = 1, 2, 
P(M, , M,) is a finitely-generated R-module. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let Y he a patching square. Suppose that the only 
R-module Q satisfying R, OR Q = (0) = R, 63 R Q is the zero module. Then 
(i) 9 is right Cartesian; 
(ii) 9’ has finite patching. 
Proof: (i) is immediate from Proposition 1.7. 
(ii) Let (M,, M,, [) be finite patching data. Then Ri OR Pr M, is a 
finitely generated Rj-module, i = 1, 2. Select a finitely generated submodule 
P, of P for which Ri OR PO -+ Ri OR P is onto, i = 1, 2. Now consider 
PO+P+PIPO-+O. WehaveR,@.P/P,=(0)fori=l,2.ThusP/P0=(0) 
by hypothesis, so P= PO is finitely generated. 
Before coming to the first major result of this section, we require one 
more definition. We say that a square 9 is surjective if R, = j,( R, ) +j,( R,). 
THEOREM 1.9. Let .V be a surjective square. [f Y is right Cartesian, then 
9 is strongly right Cartesian. 
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Proof Let 9 be 
R, - R, il 
The surjectivity of Y and that of !YR imply thatj,: coker pz --) cokerj, is an 
isomorphism. Consider the diagram 
O-----, Rlkerp, ___t R, ---+ coker pz - 0 
PI 
I I 
I? 2 jz 
I 
O- R,/kerj, __f R, - coker j, - 0 
For any R-module M, we apply 0 R M to obtain 
Tor(coker p2, M) ---+ M/(ker PA M - 
” 
I I 
Tor(cokerj,, M) - (R,lker,i,)OM- 
R,@M- cokerp,@M--+ 0 
I 
z 
! 
R,@M- cokerj, @M ----+ 0 
Note that since j2 is an isomorphism, the induced maps, 
coker pz @ M + coker j, @ M and Tor(coker pz, M) + Tor(coker j, , M) are 
also isomorphisms. 
Now consider (x, y) E P = P( R, 0 M, R, 0 M). Write X for the image of 
x in (R, /ker j, ) 0 M. Since (x, y) E P, x and y go to the same element in 
R, @ M. By exactness at R, 0 M, this element goes to zero in coker j, 0 M. 
Hence y goes to zero in coker P, 0 M. Thus y comes from some 
u E M/(ker p2) M. Let v be the image of u in (R, /kerj,) @ M. We have that 
X-v goes to zero in R, 0 M, and thus comes from some element w of 
Tor(cokerj,, M). This w lifts to w’ in Tor(coker pz, M). Let u’ be the 
image of w’ in M/(ker pZ) M. Then u + U’ goes to -2 in (R r /ker j, ) @ M and 
goes to y in R,O M. Write u+ u’=m + (kerp,) M, me M. We have 
Y,(m)=(l@m, lam). We know that l@m=y in R,@M, and 
10 m = X in (R,/ker j,) 0 M. Thus x - 10 m lies in the submodule of 
R r @ M generated by the image of (ker j, ) @ M. We have 
p,(kerpd=ker.i,, by Proposition 1.4(ii). Thus image(ker j, @ M) = 
image(p,(kerp,)@M)=image(l@(kerp,)M). So x-l@m=l@m,, 
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where m, E (ker pr) M. Since 10 m0 = 0 in Rz @ M, !P,(m + m,) = (x, J). 
Thus Y,,,, is surjective and the proof of Theorem 1.9 is complete. 
The second major result of this section will be used later on to reduce to 
routine verifications the proofs that certain squares are patching squares. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let .Y he a surjective square. Let (M, , M,, [) be 
patching data, Let fi: Ri@ P(M,, M2, 0 + M, be the natural maps, i= 1,2. 
(i) I” z2 is surjective, then z, is surjective. 
(ii) IJ’zz is bijective and 9 is right Cartesian, then T, is bijective. 
Proof (i) Since TV is surjective, so is R3@~, =[-‘(R,@T,). So for 
m, EM,, we can write 1Qm,=(R3Q~1)(CrsrQ(m,,,m2j)), where 
r,,E&, (mIi, mTi)E P. Since ,Y is surjective, we can write 
rsl =jl(rli) +j2(r2,). Then 
1 @ml =(&Oz,) ~jl(rli)O(mli,m2,) 
> 
~j2(r2,)Q(mlj, flbi) > 
So it1 Qm,)=Cjl(rli)Qm2,+ 1 OC r2ni. Thus it1 OkI -C rlimd) 
= 1 0 C r2,m2ir and we have ~,(l@(rn,-Cr,~rn,~), CrZimZi)=ml- 
C rlimli. Since r,(C rli@(mli, mzi)) =C rlim,,, we conclude that r, is 
onto. 
(ii) Suppose ZE R, 0 P and zI(z) =O. Since 52 is bijective, so is 
R30~1=[~‘(R3@~2), Thus (R,@7,)(1@z)=O gives us that l@z=O 
in R,@.,R, ORP=R30RP. Thus (z,0)6P(R,QP,R2@P). By 
Theorem1.9, we can find p=(m,,m,)EP with l@p=z in R,@P and 
1 @p=O in R2@ P. Then m, = r,(l @p) = 0, so p = (m,, 0). We have 
O=r,(z)=r,(l@p)=r,(l@(m,, O))=m,. Then p=(O,O), and so z=O. 
This shows that 7, is injective, and thus, using (i), bijective. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF PATCHING ANALYTIC ISOMORPHISMS 
Let S be a central multiplicatively closed subset of a ring A. Letf: A + B 
be a ring homomorphism such that f(s) lies in the center of B. Then S will 
be called an S-homomorphism. (For the sake of simplicity, the image f(s) 
of S will also be denoted by S.) We say that f is an analytic isomorphism 
along S if for each SE S, the induced map J? AIsA + B/sB is an 
isomorphism. 
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Let f: A + B be an S-homomorphism, The square 
.4v,: A - As 
/ 
I I 
Is 
B- B, 
will be called the square associated to 1: We say that f is a patching 
S-homomorphism (or that we can patch along S) if Yf is a patching square. 
Explicitly, this means that given patching data (M, N, [), where A4 is a 
B-module, N is an As-module, and [: B, Og M-+ B, QAS N is a 
B,-module isomorphism, then the tibre product P = P(M, N, [) has the 
properties A, 0 s P z N, B OA P z M, with the isomorphisms being given 
by the natural maps. We say that we have Cartesian patching along S if Y;.is 
a strongly Cartesian patching square. In this section we shall characterize 
those analytic isomorphisms along S for which we can patch along S. 
Let f: A + B be an S-homomorphism. We say that B has no new S-tor- 
sion if every b E B for which sb = 0 for some s E S can be written as h =f(u), 
where a E A and s’a = 0 for some s’ E S. The result we wish to prove is the 
following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Letf: A -+ B he an analytic isomorphism along S. Then we 
can patch along S if and only if B has no neM> S-torsion. 
We first derive some simple facts from the “analytic” hypothesis. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f: A --, B be an analytic isomorphism along S. 
(i) Let K (respectively, L) denote the cokernel of A -+ A, (respec- 
tively, B -+ B.T). Then the induced map K -+ L is inj’ective. 
(ii) The associated square Y; is surjective. 
Proof: (i) We start with an element a/s of As such that in B, we have 
b/l =f(a)/s for some b E B. Then s’(sb -f(a)) = 0 for some s’ E S. Thus 
f (s‘a) = s’sb. Since the induced map A/s’sA -+ B/s’sB is injective we have 
s’a = s’sa’ for some a’ E A. This yields a’/1 = s’sa’ls’s = s’ajs’s = aJs, showing 
that the map K + L is injective. 
(ii) Consider b/SE B,. Since A/sA -+ B/sB is surjective, we can write 
b =f(a) + sb’ for some a E A, b E B. Then b/s =,f(a)/s + b’/l. So c4”;- is surjec- 
tive. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Letf. A -+ B be an analytic isomorphism along S. Then 
the associated square Y; is right Cartesian ifs B has no new S-torsion. 
Proof: Proposition 1.4(ii), in the current context, states that Y, is right 
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Cartesian iff B has no new S-torsion and the induced map K + L above is 
injective. Since the injectivity is automatic by Proposition 2.2, we are done. 
The usefulness of the following result was observed in Section 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f: A -+ B he an analytic isomorphism along S. Let 
Q be an A-module such that Qs = (0) = B @A Q. Then Q = (0). 
Proof For each finitely generated submodule Ql of Q we have 
sQ,=(O) for some SE& and thus B@,Q,=(B@,Q,)/s(BO, Qi)= 
(B/sB)@~(B@,Qj)~(B/sB)@~Qiz(A/sA)@,QirQ;. Thus Q= 
~Qi~~limBO,Qi~BBoAlimQirBO,~Q=(0). 
By applying (in order) Proposition 2.4, Proposition 1.8(i), and 
Corollary 2.3, we have established one direction of Theorem 2.1: if f is an 
analytic isomorphism along S and if we can patch along S, then B has no 
new S-torsion. 
The reverse implication will follow from the major results of Section 1 
and the following simple calculation. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let .fi A + B he an S-homomorphism. Let (M, N, 0 
be patching data, and let P= P(h4, N, 0. Then the natural map 
G: A, aA P + N is an isomorphism. 
Proof Let us identify A, @A P with P, and B, Og M with M,. We 
have [: M, + B, @A N, an isomorphism; for m E M, n E N we have 
(m, n)E P iff [(m/l) = 1 On. The map rs is given by a((m, n)/s) =n/s for 
(m,n,)EP, sES. 
Let n E N. There exists m/s EM, with [(m/s) = 1 an. Then 
p = (m, sn) E P, and o(p/s) = sn/s = n. Thus g is surjective. 
Suppose (m, n)/s E P, and o((m, n)/s) = 0. Since n/s = 0, we have n = 0. 
Thus [(m/l) = 0. Then m/l = 0, so s’m = 0 for some s’ E S. We have 
(m, n)/s = s’(m, n)/s’s = (s’m, s’n)/s’s = 0, and conclude that 0 is injective. 
Now let ,f: A + B be an analytic isomorphism along S, and assume that 
B has no new S-torsion. We have verified in Proposition 2.2(ii), 
Corollary 2.3, and Proposition 2.5 the hypotheses of Theorem l.lO(ii) for 
square q, and conclude that $- is a patching square. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. 
For future reference, we state a result which follows easily from 
Theorem 1.9 and the results of this section. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let,f: A -+ B be an analytic isomorphism along S. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
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(i) We can patch along S. 
(ii) B has no new S-torsion. 
(iii) The associated square Y;- is right Cartesian. 
(iv) For each A-module M, the map I/I,,,, : M + P( B @A M, M,) is 
surjective. 
For an additional equivalent condition, see Proposition 4.1. 
3. THE PATCHING PROPERTY FOR MILNOR SQUARES 
We shall refer to a square 
PI 
! I 
J2 
Rl - Rs II 
as a Milnor square (cf. [6]) if Y is Cartesian and either j, or j, is surjective. 
We show in this section that a Milnor square is a patching square. We 
state a more general result, but compare Corollary 1.2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 
Y: R PZ - R, 
Rl - Rs /I 
be a right Cartesian square. If j, or j, is surjective, then 9 is a patching 
square. 
Proof. Let us take j, to be surjective. We let I, denote the kernel of j,, 
and take R, = R, /I,. By Proposition 1.4(ii), we may take R, = R/I, where I 
is the kernel ofp,. 
Let (M,, M,, [) be patching data. Then {: M,/I, M, + R, /I, 0 R,, M, is 
an isomorphism. For m,EM2, write 1 @mz=[(fi,), m, EMU. Then 
72(1 @(m,, m,))=m,. So z2 is onto. By Theorem 1.10(i), 7I is onto. 
Suppose that z,((m,, m2)) = 0. That is, (m,, m2) E P and m, = 0. 
Then [(fir) = 0, so that m, EI,M,. Write m, = Cyjmli, where 
yie I, and mliE M,. Since 7, is onto, we have mli = 1 bymlti, where 
biiE R, and (mlV, mzV)E P. Now y,b,EZ,, so by the right Cartesian 
property and Proposition 1.4(ii), we have that ,f(x,,)=y,b, for xij~ I. 
Then Cf(xii)mlij = C yibiim,ij = C y,m,, = ml, so that (m,, 0) = 
C Xij(ml,j, m2J E If? Hence (m,, mz) = 0 and 72 is injective. By 
Theorem l.lO(ii), r1 is bijective and the proof is complete. 
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An examination of the beginning of the above proof shows that the 
following proposition provides, up to isomorphism, an explicit description 
of right Cartesian squares in which j, is surjective. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f: A -+ B be a ring homomorphism. Let I and J be 
ideals of A and B, respectively, with f (I) c J. Then the square 
9: A - A/I 
B - B/J 
is right Cartesian if and only iff (I) = J. 
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 1.4(n). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let ft I, J be as above. Zf f (I) = J, then Y is a patching 
square. 
Proo$ Immediate. 
Remark. In contrast to the situation of Section 2 (cf. Corollary 2.6), the 
right Cartesian condition is not necessary for the square 9’ above to be a 
patching square. A simple example is 
Q- (0) 
(If one wishes to avoid the null ring, apply x R to each ring in the square, 
where R is some fixed non-null ring.) 
4. PROPERTIES OF ANALYTIC ISOMORPHISMS AND PATCHING SQUARES 
We first generalize the notion of “no new S-torsion.” 
Let f: A -+ B be an S-homomorphism. Let M be an A-module. We say 
that B @A M has no new S-torsion if every z in B @A M for which sz = 0 
for some s E S can be written as z = 1 @m, where m E M and s’m = 0 for 
some s’ E S. This agrees with our earlier notion when M = B. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f: A --, B be an analytic isomorphism along S. Let 
M be an A-module. Then B @,., M has no new S-torsion if and only if 
II/M : M -+ P = P( B 0 A M, M,) is surjective. 
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Proof Suppose $,,,, is surjective. Let z E B Q A A4 be such that sz = 0, 
some s E S. Then (z, 0) E P. By assumption, II/,&m) = (z, 0) for some m E M. 
Thus 1 0 m = z and s’m = 0 for s’ E S, as required. 
Suppose B @A M has no new S-torsion. Let (z, m/s) E P. Write 
z=C bi@mi. Then C (bj/l)@m,= 1 @(m/s) implies that s’(Csb,@m;- 
1 0 m) = 0, s’ E S. By hypothesis, C sh,O mi - 10 m = 10 m’, where 
s, m’ = 0, s, E S. Hence s C h, @ m, = 1 @ (m + m’). Now A/sA + B/sB is an 
isomorphism, therefore M/sM -+ (B 0 M)/s( B @ M) is an isomorphism. So 
m + m’ = sm” for some m” E M. Then s(C b, @ mi - 10 m”) = 0 implies that 
Cb,@m,-l@m”=l@m*, where s,m* = 0, some s2 E S. As C b, 0 m, = 
10 (m” + m*), and (m” + m*)/l = m/s, it follows that (z, m/s) is the image 
of m” + m* under $ M. Thus $M is surjective. 
Let ,f: A -+ B be an analytic isomorphism along S. The difficult part of 
Theorem 2.1 is the proof that if B has no new S-torsion, then one can patch 
along S. Given patching data (M, N, [), the main problem is to show that 
the map B Oa P(M, N) -+ A4 is injective. This requires the use of 
Theorem 1 .lO(ii), which relies heavily on Theorem 1.9. In view of 
Proposition 4.1, the key result can be stated succinctly as follows: if B has 
no new S-torsion, then B O,,, M has no new S-torsion for every 
A-module M. 
We next study the Cartesian property. We first obtain a characterization 
of analytic isomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f A + B be an S-homomorphism. Suppose that the 
square Cy associated toJ‘is cartesian. Then f is an analytic isomorphism along 
S if and only f*Sr; is surjective. 
Proof Proposition 2.2(ii) gives us “only if.” Assume Y; is surjective. 
Let s E S. Suppose that f(u) E sB for some a E A. Write f(a) = sb, b E B. 
Then b/l =f.Ju/s), so by the Cartesian property there exists a, E A with 
f(a,) = b and a,/1 = a/s. Since f(a) =sb =$(a,) =f(sa,) and sa,/l = a/l, 
the Cartesian property gives a = sa, . Thus the map,f: A/sA -+ B/sB is injec- 
tive. 
Now for surjectivity. Let b E B. Since 3 is surjective, we can write 
b/s = b 1 / 1 +f( a)/s’, where b , E B, a E A, s’ E S. Since (b - sb I )/l = .sf( a)/~’ = 
f,J (sa)/s’), we can find a, E A with ,f(a, ) = b - sb, . So ,f is surjective. 
We can use the above characterization as follows. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let ,f: A -+ B be an analytic isomorphism along S. Let 
A, = P( B, A,) be the,fibre product. Then the projection A, -+ B is an analytic 
isomorphic ulong the image of S in A,,. 
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Proof: Note that (A,),zAA, by Proposition 2.5. The square 5$ 
associated to f is surjective by Proposition 2.2(ii). The square associated to 
A, + B is “the same” as ,5+at the bottom right, so it is also surjective. Now 
we are done by Proposition 4.2. 
We shall later need the special properties of certain analytic 
isomorphisms given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let ,f: A -+ B be cm analytic isomorphism along S. Let 
Y; be the associated square. 
(i) If <!G$ is Cartesian, then the kernel K off is S-divisible. That is, for 
any a E K and s E S, there exists a, E K such that su, = u. 
(ii) If Cq is right Cartesian, S acts invertihly on B/f(A). 
Proof: (i) Let aE K, SE S. Since ,fs(u/s) =0 =0/l, there exists u, E A 
with f(u,)=O and a,/1 =a/~. Then u,EK. Since ,f(su,)=f(u) and 
su,/l = u/l, we have su, = a. 
(ii) Let s E S. We have B =f (A) + sB for any analytic isomorphism 
along S, so s acts surjectively on B/f (A). Suppose sb E,~(A) for some h E B. 
Write sh=f(u). Then ,f’(u/s) =h/l, so f(u,) = h, for some a, E A, by the 
right Cartesian property. Thus s acts injectively on B/f (A), and we are 
done. 
In the study of squares associated to S-homomorphisms f: A + B, it is 
natural to look at the special cases where A c B and/or S acts as non-zero 
divisors on A and B. In the next series of results, we examine the extent to 
which information about these cases gives information about the general 
case. This necessitates the investigation of certain squares which may not 
be of the type A$, f an S-homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f: A + B be an S-homomorphism. Let I und J 
denote the kernels of A --t A, and B + B,, respectively. Let f: A/I + B/J 
denote the mup induced bp,f: 
(i) !f f is a patching analytic isomorphism along S, then ,f is a patching 
analytic isomorphism along the image S of S in A/I. 
(ii) Iff is an analytic isomorphism along s, f (I) = J, and ker f c sA for 
all s E S, then f is a putching analytic isomorphism along S. 
Proof (i) Since B/J has no S-torsion, it suffices by Theorem 2.1 to 
show that fis an analytic isomorphism along 3. Since A/sA r B/sB for each 
SE S, we have a surjective map from A/(sA + Z) to B/(sB+ J). Suppose 
S(u) ESB+ J for some UE A. Write f(u)=sb +y, where be B and YE J. 
Since f(Z) = J by Theorem 2.1, we have y =,f‘(x) for some x E I. Then 
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f( a - x) = sb. Th us a-x==sa, for some a,EA, and so aEsA+Z. Therefore 
A/(sA + I) z B/(sB + J). 
(ii) We are given that A/(sA + I) 2 B/(sB + J) for all s E S, and we 
want that A/sA g B/sB. Since f (I) = J, we get that A + BjsB is onto. Sup- 
poseuEA andf(u)=sb, b~B.Thenu=su,+x,x~Z. Sinces(b-f(u,))= 
f(x)EJ, we have b-f(a,)EJ. So b-f(u,)=f(x,) for some x,EZ. Then 
f(x-sx,) =O, so, by assumption, x-sx, ESA. Thus u~sA, as required. 
Since f(Z) = J, we can patch along S by Theorem 2.1. 
Remurk on (ii). It is clear that if fi A -+ B is a patching analytic 
isomorphism along S, then f(Z) = J and ker f c .~A for all s E S. Moreover, 
neither of these properties can be recovered fromf: Example 7.1 shows that 
f(Z) = J must be assumed. For the second condition, consider 
.f: k[x, y]/(xy) -+ k[x] given by f (.x) = X, f ( y) =O, and take 
S= {x”: n 20). Thenf(Z) = J= (0), yE ker,f‘\-XA, andfis an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let f: A -+ B be an S-homomorphism. Write K ,for the 
kernel of ,f: Consider the maps p: A -+ A/K and f: A/K + B. 
(i) f is an unulytic isomorphism along S tfund only ifp is un analytic 
isomorphism along S und,f is un unulytic isomorphism ulong the image !? of S 
in A/K. 
(ii) !f f p,,f ure analytic isomorphisms, then f is patching iff p und ,f 
are patching. 
Prooj: (i) Suppose that f is analytic. Since Kc sA for each SE A, it is 
clear that p and fare also analytic. Conversely, if p and fare analytic, then 
for s E S the map A/sA -+ B/sB is the composite of two isomorphisms, and 
thus is an isomorphism. 
(ii) By Corollary 2.6, each map in question is patching if its 
associated square is right Cartesian. Thus our results follow from 
Proposition 1.6. 
We now return to the finite patching property. We first record the result 
of combining Propositions 1.8 and 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let f: A + B be u patching analytic isomorphism along 
S. Let (M, N, <) be patching data. Zf M is a finitely generated B-module and 
N is a finitely generated A.-module, then P(M, N, <) is a finitely generated 
A-module. 
Our second result is for the squares we considered in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Every Milnor square ,Y has the finite patching 
property. 
4Rl.ll3 2~4 
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Proqf: Let us take j, to be surjective. As in Theorem 3.1, we take 
R, = R, /I,, R, = R/I. Thus .Y is 
R, - R,lI, /I 
By Theorem 3.1, .Y is a patching square. Let Q be an R-module such that 
R,@Q=(O)=Q/IQ. Let K=kerp,. Apply Q,Q to O+R/K+R,+ 
RI/p,(R) + 0, and obtain Tor(R,/p,(R), Q) -+ Q/KQ + 0. Since 9 is 
Cartesian, I, =p,(Z), and so ZR, &p,(R). Thus ITor(R,/p,(R), Q)= (0), 
which implies that IQ c KQ. Since Q = ZQ, we obtain Q = KZQ. But 
KI c K n I, and Kn I= (0) since the square is Cartesian. Thus Q = (0). 
Now the proof is complete by Proposition lJ(ii). 
We have an immediate generalization. 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let Y he a right Cartesian square. Suppose that j, or j, 
is surjective. Then Y has the finite patching property. 
Proof. Let 9 (O) by the pullback square associated to 9’. By 
Proposition 4.8, 9”” has the finite patching property. Let (M,, M2, [) be 
finite patching data for 9. Then (M,, M,, [) are finite patching data for 
Y(O). So P = P(M, , MI, i) is a finitely generated R,-module. Since R -+ R, 
is surjective, P is a finitely generated R-module as well. 
We note as a special case of the above that if ,f: A -+ B is a patching 
analytic isomorphism along S, and I, J the kernels of A -+ A,, B -+ B,, 
respectively, then the square 
A- A/I 
I I 
B- B/J 
has finite patching. The right Cartesian hypothesis is verified using 
Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 1.6. 
5. PATCHING PROJECTIVE MODULES 
Perhaps the most important property of analytic isomorphisms is that 
finitely generated projective modules patch to a finitely generated projective 
module. We prove an interesting proposition and then obtain the main 
theorem of this section. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let S be a central multiplicative set consisting of non- 
zero divisors in a ring A. Let P be a finitely generated A-module. Suppose 
that 
(i) P has no S-torsion; 
(ii) P, is a projective As-module; and 
(iii) P/sP is a projective A/sA-module for each s E S. 
Then P is a projective A-module. 
Proof. Find an integer n such that there exists a short exact sequence 
O-+LA A”+P+O. (*) 
We shall show that (*) splits. We have that 0 + L, + A”, + P, + 0 is a split 
sequence. Let y: A”, + L, be a splitting. Since S acts as non-zero divisors on 
A (hence on L), we may assume that L c L,. Choose SE S such that 
sy(A”)cL.Lety,:A”jLbethemapinducedbysy.Theny,oi=sid,. 
Apply (A/sA) OA to (*) to obtain 
0 -+ Tor(A/sA, P) + LIsL + A”/sA” + PJsP -+ 0. 
Since P has no S-torsion,, Tor(A/sA, P) = 0. Thus we have an exact 
sequence 0 -+ L/sL -+ A”/sA” --) P/sP -+ 0, which splits since P/sP is projec- 
tive. Let yZ : A” -+ L be a lift of a splitting: A”/sA” + L/sL. Then, for each 
x E L we have (yZo i)(x) = x + sx’, for some x’ E L. Since s is a non-zero 
divisor on L, there is a well-defined A-module map ~1: L + L given by 
X(X)=X’, for all XE L. We have yZ oi=id,+scr. Thus (yz-ccoy,)oi= 
yZ 0 i - M 0 y ,o i = id, + sc( - sc1= id,; hence (*) splits. 
Several proofs of special cases of the theorem below have appeared in the 
literature [4, 5, 81. Our proof here is new. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f: A -+ B be an analytic isomorphism along S for 
which the associated square Yf is Cartesian. Let (M, N, 0 be patching data in 
which M, N are finitely-generated projective modules. Then the patch 
P(M, N) is a finitely-generated projective A-module. 
Proof: Let I and J denote the kernels of A + A, and B + B,, respec- 
tively. Consider the squares 
9”‘: A- AJI cY(“: A/I---+ A, 
I I and I I 
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These squares are Cartesian by Proposition 1.6. By Corollary 2.6, Yf is a 
patching square. Also, Y(‘) is a patching square by Corollary 3.3, and 
f A/I -+ B/J is a patching analytic isomorphism along S (Proposition 4.5). 
Note that (B/J) 0 M = M/JM is a finitely-generated projective 
B/J-module. Suppose we can show that P(M/JM, N) is a Iinitely- 
generated projective A/Z-module. Then, by Milnor’s classical result [7], 
P(M, P(M/JM, N)) would be a finitely-generated projective A-module. 
Since P(M, P(M/JM, N)) z P(M, N) by Proposition 1.10, we would be 
through. 
Thus we need to prove the theorem for YC2). In other words, we may 
assume that f: A + B is an analytic isomorphism along S, and S consists of 
non-zero divisors on both A and B. 
By Proposition 4.7, P = P(M, N) is a finitely-generated A-module. We 
have that Ps g N by Proposition 2.5, hence P, is a projective As-module. 
For each s E S, we have that P/sP = A/sA @A P 2 B/sB @A P z 
B/sB OB (B @A P) r B/sB OB M 2 M/sM. Therefore P/sP is a projective 
A/sA-module. Since M has no S-torsion and N has no S-torsion, 
P c M x N has no S-torsion. Now Proposition 5.1 takes care of the proof. 
Remark. One would not expect the above result to hold if 9, were 
merely right Cartesian. See Example 7.2. 
Remark. Let Y be any Cartesian square. Since Y’, : R -+ P( R, , R2) is an 
isomorphism, it follows by quite general considerations [ 1 ] that !Yp is an 
isomorphism for all finitely-generated projective R-modules P. Thus we 
have shown that a Cartesian square associated to an analytic isomorphism 
is “constructive” in the sense of Landsburg [4]. 
6. STRONGER ASSUMPTIONS 
Theorem 2.1 characterizes those analytic isomorphisms which are 
patching. The following theorem illustrates some cases where Theorem 2.1 
is applicable. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f: A + B he an analytic isomorphism along S. Then we 
can patch along S if 
(i) B is a flat A-module, or 
(ii) B is left Noetherian. 
Proo$ Let Z and J be defined as in Theorem 5.2. It suffices to show that 
f(Z)= J. 
(i) Let 6~ J. Then sb =0 for some SE S. Let N denote the 
annihilator of s in A. Then N is a (2-sided) ideal of A. We have 
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0 + A/N +@ A, where (b is multiplication by s. Hence 0 --) B/NB -r+’ B as B 
is a flat A-module. Thus b = C xibi, where X~E N and bit B. Write 
bi =f(a,) + sb:. Then xibi = xjf(ai) + xisb: = xif(ai). So b = x xibi = 
C xjf(a,) =f(C ~,a,) comes from an S-torsion element of A, as desired. 
(ii) Let b E J. Since B is Noetherian, J is a finitely generated left ideal 
of B. So we can find s E S such that sJ= (0). Write b =f(a) + sb,. Then 
$(a) +s2b, =O. Since f(su)~s’B, we have sa=s2a1, some a, E A. 
Therefore s*f(a,) + s2b, = 0, and thus f(a,) + b, E J. Thus s(f(a,) + b,) = 
sf(uI) + sb, = 0. Hence b =f(u) - sf(u,) =f(u - su,), and s(u - su,) = 0. 
This shows that a - sul E Z, as required. 
In Section 5, we noted that iff: A -+ B is an analytic isomorphism along 
S such that the associated square is Cartesian, then a finitely-generated pro- 
jective A-module P can be retrieved from B @A P and P,. Though this 
property is not enjoyed by an arbitrary finitely-generated module (see 
Example 7.3), the following theorem gives certain cases in which this is so. 
THEOREM 6.2. Letf: A + B be un analytic isomorphism along S. Then we 
have Cartesian patching along S if 
(i) B is a flat A-module, or 
(ii) A is left Noetheriun and the associated square Y; is cartesian. 
Proof. (i) The map A -+ B x As is faithfully flat by Proposition 2.4. 
Hence the desired conclusion follows by Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 1.3. 
(ii) We can patch by Corollary 2.6. We need to show that for every 
A-module M, the map q ,,, : M --+ P( B 0 M, M,) is injective. (Surjectivity 
follows from Corollary 2.6.) It sufhces to show this when M is a tinitely- 
generated A-module. Suppose that m E M is in the kernel of qM. 
Let K be the kernel off. We apply Oa M to 0 --) A/K + B + B/f (A) -+ 0 
to obtain Tor( B/f( A), M) *’ M/KM -+ B @ M. By assumption 10 m = 
0 = m/l. So m + KM = 0(w), for some w E Tor(Blf(A), M), and sm = 0, 
for some SE S. Since M/KM is Noetherian, there exists r such that 
s’+i(x + KM) = KM implies s’(x + KM) = KM, any XE M. By 
Proposition 4.4(ii), s acts invertibly on B/f(A), hence on Tor(Blf(A), M). 
Write w = srw , . Then m+ KM=s’B(w,), so sr+‘O(wI)=O, which implies 
that m E KM. Since M is Noetherian, there exists t such that s’+ ‘x=0 
implies s’x = 0, for any x E M. By Proposition 4.4(i), K is S-divisible. We 
write m = s’m, Then 0 = sm = s’+ ‘m,, so m = 0. Thus eM is injective. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let f. A -+ B be an analytic isomorphism along S. Suppose 
that A and B are left Noetheriun. Then the associated S-square is Cartesian, 
and hence has Cartesian patching. 
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Proof All we need to verify is that the restricted map f: I-+ J is an 
isomorphism. Since B is left Noetherian, f(Z) = .Z, by Theorem 6.1. Suppose 
a E I and f(a) = 0. Let sa = 0, for some s E S. Observe that a E s”A for all 
n > 0. Since A is left Noetherian, there exists an integer s such that SIX = 0 
whenever s ?+‘x=O, XEA. Write a=s’x. Then su=O=s”‘, so u=s’x=O. 
Remark. If A and B are commutative Noetherian rings, then an alter- 
nate (easier!) proof of 6.3 is possible. Here is the outline. Find an s E S such 
that sZ=O=s.Z. Then f,:Al+,~,=Al-rB1+,,=B1 is an analytic 
isomorphism along {.rn: n > 0}, and hence B, is a flat extension of A i (local 
criterion of flatness). Hence fi is patching. So f,(Z1+sA) =Jl+sB. But 
I, +sA = Z and J, +sB = J. Therefore f(Z) = J. Thus f is patching. To show 
that the patching is Cartesian, let M be an A-module. Let 
$: A4 + P(B@ M, M,). Suppose Ii/(m) = 0. Let sm = 0. Then since f, is a 
faithfully flat map, m = 0 in M, + sA. Hence m = 0. Thus $ is injective. The 
surjectivity of $ follows from the fact that f is patching. 
The final theorem of this section deals with base change. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let k be a commutative ring. Let f: A -+ B be a k-algebra 
homomorphism which is also an analytic isomorphism along S. Let K be a 
commutative k-algebra. Then 
(i) K@J K Ok A -+ K Ok B is an analytic isomorphism along the 
image of S in K Ok A. 
(ii) Zff is patching then so is K @ f 
(iii) Zff has Cartesian patching then so does K@f 
Proof (i) Let s E S. Since f: A/sA + B/sB is an isomorphism, so is 
K@f K ok A/sA +K@,B/sB.AsKQ,A/sAr(K@,A)/s(K@,A)and 
K Ok B/sB z (K Ok B)/s( K Q k B), the result follows. 
(ii) Suppose that f is patching. By Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 4.1, 
the B-module B OA (K Ok A) g K Q k B has no new S-torsion. Thus K@f 
is patching. 
(iii) Let M be a K ok A-module. Then M is an A-module. We have 
by assumption that $,,,,. . M --f P(B @QA M, M,) is an isomorphism. Since 
(KQ,B) QKQA M~((BO.(KOkA))OI:o,,MrBO.M, the result 
follows. 
7. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section we give a number of examples bearing on results proved 
in the previous sections. 
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EXAMPLE 7.1. There exists an analytic isomorphism f: A + B along S 
which 
(i) is not patching, even though 
(ii) A is left Noetherian [cf. Theorem 6.2(ii)], and 
(iii) the induced map f: A/Z-+ B/J, where I and J are the kernels of 
A -+ A, and B + B,, respectively, is a (patching analytic) isomorphism [cf. 
Proposition 4.5(ii)]. 
Let k be a commutative ring, and let A = k[X]. Let B= 
kCX Yo, Y,, Y,, . ..I/(XY., J’Y, - Yo, XY, - YI, . ..I = kCx, .~0,4’1,4’2, . ..I. 
Let f~ A --f B be the k-algebra map sending X to x and let S = { 1, X, X’, 
X3, . . . }. Since each yi lies in x”B (all n), ,fis clearly an analytic isomorphism 
along S. Since the y,‘s are S-torsion elements of B which do not come from 
A, f is not patching. Assertions (ii) and (iii) are clear. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. There exists a patching analytic isomorphism ,f: A + B 
along S for which 
(i) the associated square Y; is not Cartesian, even though 
(ii) B is left Noetherian. (cf. Theorem 6.3). Moreover, in this 
example 
(iii) P( B, A,) is not a projective A-module. 
We reverse the roles of A and B in the previous example. We define f 
from A = k[x, y,, y,, y2, . ..I to B = k[X] to be the k-algebra map sending 
x to X and the y;‘s to zero. We see that ,f is an analytic isomorphism along 
S = { 1, x, x2, x3, . ..}. Since B has no S-torsion, we can patch along S. Since 
the y,‘s go to zero both in B and in A,, the square q. is not Cartesian. 
Note that P( B, A,) z B is an A-module. Since projectives are flat, we 
conclude by Theorem 6.2(i) that P(B, A,) is not projective. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. There exists a patching analytic isomorphism $ A --+ B 
which does not have Cartesian patching, even though 
(i) the associated square CU; is Cartesian and 
(ii) A and B are integral domains, with A c B, and ,f the inclusion 
map. 
We let k be a field, 
A = k[X, Y, Z, Z/X, ZJX’, ZJX’, . ..I. 
B=k[X, Y, Z, Z/Y, Z/XY, Z/X’Y, . ..I. 
s= { 1, x, x2, X3, . ..}. 
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We first show that the inclusion mapf‘is an analytic isomorphism along 
S. Since X is a non-zero divisor, it suffices to show B= A + XB and 
XB n A = XA. The first equality is clear, since Z/X’Y = XZ/X” ’ Y. 
We verify XB n A = XA by finding a basis of B which contains bases of 
XB and of A. Our basis of B consists of monomials X’Y’Zk, where k 2 0, 
ja -k, and i 3 0 if k = 0. The monomials for which i 3 1 or k 3 1 form a 
basis for XB; those for which j > 0 form a basis of A. 
Now suppose g E XB n A. Write g = Xh, where h E B. Since Xh E A, each 
monomial occurring in h must satisfy j 3 0. Thus h E A. Thus g E XA. We 
conclude that the inclusion A --t B is an analytic isomorphism along S. 
It follows from Propositions 1.4 and 2.2 that the square associated to an 
analytic isomorphism along S is Cartesian if S acts as nonzero divisors on 
both A and B. 
Note that 2 = YZ/ Y E YB n A. That Z 4 (XZ, Y) A is clear by refering to 
the above monomial basis of A. 
Now let A4 = A/(XZ, Y) A. Write m = 2. We have shown m # 0. We see 
that m vanishes in M,zA,/(Z, Y) A, and in B@,., M%B/(XZ, Y) B. 
Thus the map $M : A4 + P( B 0 ,., M, M,) is not injective, so the patching is 
not Cartesian. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. There exists an analytic isomorphism f: A -+ B along S 
which has Cartesian patching and for which A + B is not flat, even though 
A is local and B is quasilocal (cf. Theorems 6.1 to 6.3 and the remark after 
Theorem 6.3). 
Let A=k[[X, Y]]. Let Z=(A/YA),=k((X)), anon-zero A-module. We 
define B using the “priniple of idealization”: B = A x I as an abelian group, 
with (a,, i,)(a,, iz) = (a,~,, a, i, + u,i,) for u,, a2 E A, i,, i2 EL Let us now 
identify I with the ideal (0, I) of B. 
Delinef:A+Bbyf(u)=(u,O)forallu~A. Let S={l,X,X2,X3,...}. 
Since XI= Z,fis an analytic isomorphism along S. Since X acts as a non- 
zero divisor on Z, B has no new S-torsion, so f is patching. Since Y is a 
non-zero divisor on A but YZ= (0), A + B is not flat. A is local, and since 
Z2 = (0), B is quasilocal. 
Now let M be an A-module. Since Bz A @Z as an A-module, we have 
thatB@.,,MrM@(Z@.M).Thusthemap$,:M-+P(B@,A4,M,)is 
injective. We know that tiM is surjective, by Corollary 2.6. Thus the 
patching is Cartesian. 
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